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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Indian Point 2 Nuclear Power Plant
NRC Inspection Report No. 50-247/99-13
This NRC team inspection involved aspects of Consolidated Edison Company (ConEd) followup
and corrective actions following the August 31, 1999, reactor trip with complications. The
inspection followed an NRC Augmented Inspection Team review of the event and its causes.
The inspectors reviewed the activities described in the Consolidated Edison Recovery Plan,
presented to the NRC at a September 14, 1999, public meeting, and associated activities.
Interim results from this inspection were provided in an NRC letter to ConEd dated October 12,
1999. Overall, the NRC found that although there were a number of broad issues that should be
addressed for the long term improved performance of Indian Point Unit 2, ConEd had developed
and implemented corrective actions necessary to support safe recovery of the plant to power
operation.
Inspection Findings
Event Cause Determinations and Corrective Actions
The inspectors reviewed the root cause reports associated with the August 31 event and
found that the direct, root, and contributing causes were adequately identified. Sufficient
corrective actions were initiated to address basic causes.
Following the August 31 event, ConEd clarified the chain of command roles and
responsibilities for the operation manager, the plant manager, and the station vice
president. The inspectors found that this action was done informally and were
concerned that ConEd had not formalized the roles and responsibilities to ensure that
the corrective action would be sustained.
ConEd implemented Abnormal Operating Instruction AOI 27.1.13, "Loss of a 480V Bus,"
without operator verification. Subsequently, during training of operators on the
procedure, a number of discrepancies were identified causing ConEd to revise and
improve the procedure. The inspectors considered that the ConEd action to implement
an operations abnormal procedure prior to verification by an operating crew to be an
example of weak performance.
Following an extensive investigation, ConEd was unable to determine the cause of the
reactor protection system spurious transients that initiated the event on August 31.
ConEd did not initially recognize that certain installed plant monitoring equipment could
be used to detect spurious transients on the protection channels. The inspectors noted
that the ConEd offsite review committee requested a plan be implemented for continued
efforts to determine the source of the temperature channel spiking. In response to the
committee request and the discovery of the monitoring capability, ConEd completed an
operability determination for Channel 4 of OTDT and intended to monitor portions of the
channel simultaneously with instrument bus voltage to detect spurious transients.
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The inspectors observed that ConEd did not evaluate the load tap changer in the manual
mode when it was placed in manual in September 1998 or prior to the August 31 reactor
event. ConEd also revised operating procedures to require the tap changer to be
maintained in the automatic position, and to direct operators to enter the technical
specification action statement 3.7.B.3 for a degraded offsite power supply when the
tap changer is in manual.
The inspectors found the ConEd activities to evaluate and correct the overcurrent trip of
the 23 emergency diesel output breaker on August 31, 1999, to be acceptable for safe
restart and operation of the reactor plant. The inspectors found that a sufficient sample
of circuit breakers were selected for recalibration and an appropriate expansion was
implemented when additional breaker setting problems were identified. The revised
methodology used by ConEd confirmed the setpoints for the amptectors and assured
that susceptible breakers would not trip below the minimum value specified for the short
time overcurrent trip.
*

Extent of Condition Reviews and Other Short Term Actions
The ConEd extent of condition reviews in engineering, operations, and corrective actions
were adequate to support the safe restart and operation of the reactor plant. While the
operations extent of condition review was initially lacking in critical review of some
operational aspects of the event, the operations department eventually evaluated
operator activities and specified actions to improve performance.
ConEd did not use risk information when selecting modifications, field changes, and
temporary procedures to evaluate in the corrective actions extent of condition review.
The inspectors considered that not using risk information in plant evaluations such as
these to be an example of weak performance.
The ConEd evaluation to support a modification initiated in 1991, was poor. ConEd did
not evaluate the combined affect of solid-state and electro-pneumatic starting sequence
timers on diesel loading. This problem allowed a high combined pump starting current
on August 31, contributing to a loss of power to vital bus 6A following a reactor trip. Also
in the 1991 modification, ConEd had not evaluated the consequence on diesel loading of
moving the service water pump starting time (on the diesel sequencer) closer to the
component cooling pump and auxiliary feedwater pump starting times during a
postulated loss of offsite power event.
ConEd during their recovery efforts replaced the AFW electro-pneumatic timing relay
with a solid-state timer and completed testing of the station sequencers. When the timer
was replaced, ConEd engineering had not evaluated the acceptance criteria used in
testing the installed relay until questioned by the inspectors.
The inspectors found that appropriate adjustments were made to the sample sizes or
focus areas of the ConEd extent of condition reviews. In one expansion, ConEd formed
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Executive Summary (cont'd)
a multi-disciplined team to review degraded conditions in their work backlogs, to ensure
that safety significant deficiencies were evaluated prior to restart of the unit. Also,
condition reports for which corrective actions had been postponed to some time after
restart were evaluated to ensure that risk significant problems were addressed to
support unit restart. The inspectors found the sample expansions and added reviews to
be appropriate.
The inspectors reviewed the process used to complete the degraded condition reviews
for backlogged active work orders and performed an independent evaluation of a sample
of the deficiencies that remained uncorrected for plant restart. The inspectors confirmed
that the extent of condition reviews were adequate in scope and method, and did not
identify that any of the deficiencies resulted in an inoperable condition.
The inspectors found that ConEd had not implemented administrative compensatory
measures for operation of the emergency diesel generator makeup water expansion tank
when the automatic fill capability was disabled. Specifically, guidance for manual filling
of the 23 EDG jacket water expansion tank was not provided to the operators.
ConEd engineering had not controlled relay reset values for relays with adjustable
resets. This deficiency was corrected by ConEd during the recovery. During the ConEd
Station Nuclear Safety Committee review of the corrective actions, the committee did not
consider a basis for the selected reset value for the reactor coolant pump undervoltage
relays. This oversight was an example of poor performance in the SNSC review
process.
The inspectors found that the 24 station battery had been restored to the operable
condition and was satisfactory to support safe plant restart and operation.
Following the reactor transient on August 31, a plant operator documented a concern of
not having a procedure for restoration of power to plant lighting buses. ConEd initially
closed the issue, in the corrective actions system, without action. After the inspectors
questioned this resolution, ConEd re-opened the issue and initiated corrective actions.
The ConEd Station Nuclear Safety Committee review of the August 31 event condition
report, (SL-1 report) was lacking in critical review of having the station transformer load
tap changer in the manual position for an extended period of time. Specifically, the
committee did not initially recognize the manual position as a potential unreviewed safety
concern and did not question the operability aspects of the deficient condition during a
session attended by the inspectors. The inspectors found that a critical level of quality
control was not exercised in this case during review by the Station Nuclear Safety
Committee.
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*

Emergency Preparedness Improvements
ConEd took appropriate action to address the emergency planning problems identified
during the August 1999 event. The reviews in this area were reasonable and identified a
number of short-term and long-term corrective actions. The short- term actions involved
correcting procedural and training problems, which were completed prior to restart of the
reactor. Long-term actions involved specific actions for improving exercise critiques,
conducting additional drills in 1999 for the operating crews, and conducting an exercise.
Some of the operating crew drills will also involve emergency response facility activation.
ConEd reviewed emergency action levels and identified two that needed clarification to
assure reliable implementation. ConEd personnel subsequently clarified these
classifications, incorporated the enhancements in an Operations Standing Order, and
initiated training on the clarifications. The inspectors noted that ConEd's initial review of
the action level improvements was lacking in sufficient detail to assure the changes did
not reduce the level of effectiveness. ConEd initiated a corrective action report when an
inadvertent change of intent was identified by plant personnel during training on the
revised emergency action levels.

*

Long Term Actions to Address Organizational Performance
ConEd senior management stated a commitment to improve station performance, and a
number of long term efforts were planned. Some of these plans were included in the
revision 2 to the recovery plan. For example, ConEd stated that they would seek human
performance improvements to address the various human performance deficiencies
identified during the recovery effort. Further, ConEd stated that they would conduct
effectiveness reviews of the corrective actions that they took for the various problems.
ConEd intended to submit a third revision to the IP-2 Recovery Plan by November 22,
1999, that would summarize improvement efforts addressing the broad organizational
performance issues that underlie this event and the AIT conclusions. Following the
inspection ConEd submitted the revision on November 8, 1999.
ConEd planned to investigate a design change that would allow lowering the under
voltage trip settings on the 480 volt buses to make the degraded voltage protection
scheme less likely to operate on a plant trip with the station auxiliary load tap changer in
manual. This modification may require prior NRC review as a change to the plant
license and technical specifications.
ConEd identified a need to improve the reliability of the pager system used in emergency
preparedness. ConEd staff deferred any action on this item until July 2000 in order to
resolve the engineering issues involved with pager reliability.
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Report Details
I. Background
On August 31, 1999, the Consolidated Edison (ConEd) Indian Point Unit 2 reactor
automatically shutdown (tripped) from 99% power due to a spurious signal from the Over
Temperature Delta Temperature (OTDT) reactor protection system (RPS) circuitry. At
the time of the trip, instrumentation and controls (I&C) personnel were working on the
RPS Channel 3 OTDT low pressure bistable. About three minutes after the reactor trip,
the normal offsite power supply breakers to all four 480 Volt (V) vital buses opened
unexpectedly when voltage from the offsite power supply did not recover to an
acceptable level. All three emergency diesel generators (EDGs) started automatically to
provide power the vital buses. Several seconds later, the 23 EDG output breaker
opened on an overcurrent signal, de-energizing vital bus 6A. This loss of power resulted
in loss of power to one of the two motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, battery
charger number 24, and other redundant emergency core cooling pumps and support
equipment. In about seven hours, battery number 24 discharged, resulting in loss of
direct current (DC) to DC panel 24 and 118V alternating current (AC) instrument bus 24.
At 9:55 p.m., the loss of power to the instrument bus caused a loss of greater than 75
percent of the control room annunciators for various safety systems, which required the
declaration of an Unusual Event. On September 1, 1999, at about 1:00 a.m., vital bus
6A was re-energized by the 23 EDG and restoration of loads was begun. By 9:00 p.m.
on September 1, normal offsite power had been restored to all of the 480V buses and
the three EDGs had been stopped.
The NRC immediately responded to the event with both resident inspector oversight and
with an Augmented Inspection Team (AIT). The AIT was completed on September 27,
1999, and their findings were summarized in NRC Inspection Report 50-247/99-08.
Concurrently, Consolidated Edison Company of New York, (ConEd) initiated a number of
event reviews and investigations. These reviews included the ConEd post-trip review of
the event (OAD-23), a Significance Level 1 (highest level in the ConEd corrective action
system) review of event causes and corrective actions (SL-1), a quasi-independent utility
assistance team review and corrective actions (SL-2). ConEd made a preliminary
presentation of their event reviews and recovery plans to the NRC during a September
14, 1999, public meeting in the NRC Regional Office in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania.
Their recovery plan provided a summary of their initial corrective actions and plans for
recovery and restart of the unit. ConEd also initiated extent of condition reviews in
the areas of operations, engineering and corrective actions to determine whether
similar vulnerabilities to those that contributed to the event existed in other risk
significant areas.
Following the ConEd presentation to the NRC on September 14, the NRC Region 1
Administrator dispatched a Post-AIT inspection team to critically examine the ConEd
recovery activities and to provide NRC management with sufficient information to make
an assessment of ConEd's readiness for safe plant restart and operation. The NRC
described its plans to monitor short term recovery actions and communicated its
preliminary findings to ConEd in an October 12, 1999, letter. During the recovery effort,
ConEd modified their recovery plan as a result of their additional reviews and corrective
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actions. Because of the need for continued ConEd management attention, ConEd
intended to further update the recovery plan with long-term corrective actions and plans
to address broader organizational issues by November 22, 1999. Following the
inspection ConEd submitted the revision on November 8, 1999.
II.

Event Cause Determinations and Corrective Actions

11.1

Review of the ConEd Recovery Plan

a.

Inspection Scope
ConEd presented their preliminary recovery plan to NRC management at a meeting in
the King of Prussia office on September 14, 1999. Subsequently, the plan was revised
as corrective actions and reviews were expanded. The inspectors reviewed the recovery
plan and its revisions, and observed recovery activities in progress to assess their
adequacy in scope and completion schedule to support the safe recovery and operation
of Indian Point Unit 2. Some initial aspects of these reviews were also inspected by the
Augmented Inspection Team.

b.

Findings and Observations
As described in their recovery plan, ConEd established a number of investigative teams
to communicate facts and develop conclusions and corrective actions to prevent
recurrence of the August 31 event. The activities and process of the investigation were
guided by ConEd Administrative Order 112, "Corrective Action Program," and
documented in Condition Report CR199906643. This condition report was referred to as
the Significance Level 1 (SL-1) report of the event. The report considered the plant and
operator response to the event, identified causes and precursor events to the August 31
event, and recommended corrective actions.
The recovery plan also included reference to ConEd Condition Reports 199906868,
"Utility Assistance Team Assessment," (referred to as the SL-2 report). The utility
assistance team report provided an assessment of the conduct of station operations and
management during the event and specified corrective actions. The inspectors found
that these condition reports formed the basis for the recovery efforts taken by ConEd.
Additional investigations were done in the ConEd extent of condition reviews resulting in
additional corrective actions.
At the end of the inspection, ConEd informed the inspectors that they intended to revise
their recovery plan to include longer term corrective actions.
ConEd Root Cause SL-1 Report
The SL-1 report identified three direct causes for the August 31 event and defined a
number of root and contributing causes. Each of these cause areas received corrective
actions to correct the adverse condition and to prevent recurrence. The direct causes
identified included 1) a spike occurred on reactor protection system, Channel 4 of over-
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temperature, delta-temperature during maintenance on Channel 3, initiating the reactor
trip (See Section 11.2); 2) the station auxiliary load transformer load tap changer was in
the manual position producing a blackout signal following the reactor trip (See Section
11.3); and 3) the 23 emergency diesel generator output breaker amptector was set
significantly below the specified value, causing the diesel output breaker to trip on
overcurrent (See Section 11.4).
Management Support Following Reactor Transients
The Significance Level 2 (SL-2) report, done by the ConEd Utility Assistance Team
found that during the event, while the operators needed station support and technical
assistance, insufficient communications and leadership resulted in some complications
to the event. A root cause was identified as less than adequate management focus on
plant conditions following the reactor trip.
To assure that ConEd management activities were properly focused on assuring that the
plant remained in a safe condition following transients, ConEd clarified the chain of
command roles and responsibilities for the operation manager, the plant manager, and
the station vice-president. The inspectors found that this action was done informally, in a
meeting between the individuals holding those positions. While the inspectors found this
satisfactory, the inspectors were concerned that ConEd had not formalized the roles and
responsibilities to ensure that the corrective action would be sustained.
ConEd ultimately determined that the root causes for the weak management oversight
included less than adequate management focus on plant conditions following the reactor
trip due in part to less than adequate knowledge and communications. Corrective
actions resulting from these assessments included implementation of an Event
Response Team to provide timely, focused event response, and training of key
individuals in their roles and responsibilities.
The event response teams were named and a procedure SAO-252, "Event Response
Team," was developed and issued to assure consistent implementation. On October 5,
1999, the inspectors observed initial training of the various teams. The teams were to be
implemented should a reactor event occur at a level not requiring emergency response
activation, but when management support was needed to support operations, to stabilize
the plant, and ensure nuclear safety. The procedure provided for mobilization of
appropriate resources to provide assistance to the control room and assure defense in
depth for adverse situations. After implementation, the inspectors observed that the
event response teams were activated on October 14, to support resolution of a problem
with steam generator chemistry control.
To assure that the August 31 event was understood by plant employees, on October 5,
1999, ConEd held three informational meetings with plant staff to convey the
seriousness of the August 31 event and to establish that corrective activities need to be
station-wide for overall effectiveness. The inspectors attended one of the sessions and
noted wide and varied attendance. A senior ConEd manager described the event and
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characterized the root causes and extent of condition. Corrective actions in progress
were also described.
Procedures for Recovering Power to a 480 Volt Vital Bus
One event complication identified by ConEd in their review of the event was the long time
to recover power to 480 Volt, Bus 6A and its associated loads (SL-1 Report) after the 23
emergency diesel breaker opened. This long time contributed to the depletion of a
station battery. No procedure existed for recovery of any 480 volt bus after loss of
power. The inspectors found that because IP-2, 480 volt, safety buses 5A and 6A were
the only buses normally fed from the station auxiliary transformer, the degraded voltage
relays on either bus made a logic to detect a loss of offsite power condition. The
inspectors found that the loss of offsite power logic is a design weakness of the 480 volt
system that made the system vulnerable to a loss of offsite power. ConEd not having a
procedure for recovery of a 480 volt bus following a loss of power was unresolved
pending further NRC review. (URI 99-13-01)
A corrective action for this complication was to prepare operational procedures for a loss
of 480 volt buses including providing for the supply of alternate power to vital loads on
those buses. Abnormal Operating Instruction AOI 27.1.13, "Loss of a 480V Bus," was
first issued to operators on September 23, 1999. Subsequently, during training of
operators on the procedure, a number of discrepancies were identified causing ConEd to
revise and improve the procedure. The inspectors considered that the ConEd action to
implement an operations abnormal procedure prior to verification by an operating crew to
be an example of weak performance.
The inspectors reviewed ConEd actions to implement Temporary Facility Changes
(TFCs) in support of AOI 27.1.13. The TFCs provided a method for operators to defeat
the under voltage relays for Buses 5A and 6A and provided an alternate power supply to
Battery Chargers 21, 22, 23 and 24. The team reviewed the following TFCs and
associated safety evaluations:
*

TFC 99-144, Defeat of 480 Volt Bus Under Voltage Relays for Loss of 480V Bus
(SE 99-237-TM)

*

TFC 99-145, Contingency Power Supply for 23 Battery Charger - MCC24A (SE
99-221 -TM)
TFC 99-146, 21, 22, and 24 Battery Charger Alternate Feed - MCC 26C (SE 99
221-TM)

The inspectors independently verified that the methods described in the TFCs were
technically adequate by review of the associated electrical schematics and plant
drawings. The inspectors observed that plant conditions were established to install the
TFCs including having the reactor cooled below 350 degrees Fahrenheit. Cables,
materials, and work packages needed to implement the TFCs were staged and
appropriately labeled. Also, the 480 volt system components and labeling appropriately
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matched the those described in the TFCs. The TFCs were issued to support reactor
restart on October 13, 1999.
ConEd in the SL-2 report found that ConEd management expectations and response to
the event were weak in several aspects, including ensuring a limited plant risk during the
event, prioritizing the recovery effort, and weak coordination of station resources in
mitigating the event. These findings were also identified by the NRC augmented
inspection team. One specific example of weak technical support during the event was
the inability to implement a station temporary facility change to provide an alternate
power supply the battery charger during the event. The support for this action was
neither sufficient nor timely to prevent discharge of the battery.
c.

Conclusions
The inspectors reviewed the root cause reports associated with the August 31 event and
found that the direct, root, and contributing causes were adequately identified. Sufficient
corrective actions were initiated to address basic causes.
Following the August 31 event, ConEd clarified the chain of command roles and
responsibilities for the operation manager, the plant manager, and the station vice
president. The inspectors found that this action was done informally and were
concerned that ConEd had not formalized the roles and responsibilities to ensure that
the corrective action would be sustained.
ConEd implemented Abnormal Operating Instruction AOI 27.1.13, "Loss of a 480V Bus,"
without operator verification. Subsequently, during training of operators on the
procedure, a number of discrepancies were identified causing ConEd to revise and
improve the procedure. The inspectors considered that the ConEd action to implement
an operations abnormal procedure prior to verification by an operating crew to be an
example of weak performance.

11.2

Review of the Over-Temperature Delta-Temperature (OTDT) Reactor Protection System
Channel Reliability

a.

Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed the ConEd activities to diagnose and correct the spurious
transients on reactor protection Channel 4 of OTDT protection. A spurious transient
(spike) on Channel 4 concurrent with maintenance being conducted on Channel 3
caused the August 31 reactor trip, initiating the event. Aspects of this area were also
reviewed by the Augmented Inspection Team.

b.

Findings and Observations
ConEd found no direct cause for the problems associated with the reactor protection
false signals (transients) prior to the August 31 trip. Instrumenting the suspected circuit
components and engineering evaluation did not produce any definite indication of the
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problem. Corrective activities included extensive walkdowns and testing, replacing of
vulnerable components, and cleaning of an inverter to prevent suspected intermittent
grounds. The ConEd staff postulated the false signal problem was caused by some
combination of electro-magnetic interference of the channel coupled with an intermittent
ground associated with the 125 volt dc powered alarm system. This conclusion was
based on primarily on elimination of other possibilities.
The ConEd Offsite Safety Review Committee requested that ConEd monitor the reactor
protection system for spurious transients during plant operation. ConEd engineering
initially stated that they would not be able to monitor the reactor protection system
channel during plant operation because of the inability to provide separation of the safety
related components from the non-safety monitoring equipment. Later, at the end of the
inspection, in response to the offsite safety review committee request, ConEd
determined that monitoring capability during power operation was available and that the
operations department routinely monitored channel performance following plant
transients. Subsequently, ConEd completed an operability determination for Channel 4
of OTDT (99-038) and intended to monitor portions of the channel simultaneously with
instrument bus voltage to detect excessive noise or spikes. No short term corrective
action other than additional monitoring resulted from the ConEd investigation.
ConEd also intended to improve the identification of control room alarms in general, and
RPS spikes in particular by enhanced awareness and increased expectations for
operations, engineering, and management personnel. Indications would be processed
using the ConEd corrective actions system.
c.

Conclusions
Following an extensive investigation, ConEd was unable to determine the cause of the
reactor protection system spurious transients that initiated the event on August 31.
ConEd did not initially recognize that certain installed plant monitoring equipment could
be used to detect spurious transients on the protection channels. The inspectors noted
that the ConEd offsite review committee requested a plan be implemented for continued
efforts to determine the source of the temperature channel spiking. ConEd completed an
operability determination for Channel 4 of OTDT and intended to monitor portions of the
channel simultaneously with instrument bus voltage to detect spurious transients. No
short term corrective action other than additional monitoring resulted from the ConEd
investigation.

11.3

Control of the Station Load Tap Changer

a.

Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed ConEd's operating practices relative to the station auxiliary
transformer tap changer. Having the tap changer in manual mode when the reactor
tripped on August 31, caused a low voltage condition on plant electrical buses during the
event and resulted in a valid station blackout signal.
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b.

Findings and Observations
Because of a defective voltage control relay, ConEd had placed the station auxiliary load
tap changer in the manual mode in September, 1998. ConEd had not established any
compensatory actions to offset the automatic tap changer function while the instrument
was in manual.
Indian Point 2 Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) Chapter 8.1 stated that
the 138 KV system was designed to be available instantaneously following a loss-of
coolant accident to ensure that core cooling, containment integrity, and other vital safety
functions were maintained. These safety functions were accomplished by a "dead-fast"
transfer of the 480V buses from plant generation to the offsite supply. During the August
31 event, the operation of the SAT load tap changer in manual contributed to a loss of
normal power from the offsite supplies and transfer of the 480 volt emergency buses to
the emergency diesel generators. The August 31 event demonstrated that plant
operation with the SAT load tap changer in manual reduced the reliability of the offsite
power source and reduced the redundancy intended by the design criteria specified in 10
CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 17. This reduced redundancy in the
electrical systems, increased the probability of losing electric power from the offsite
source as a result of, or coincident with, the loss of power generated by the plant.
Following the August 31, 1999, event, prior to reactor restart, ConEd concluded that the
load tap changer should normally be operated in automatic.
The inspectors considered that the configuration of the SAT load tap changer, at a
minimum, should have been evaluated as a degraded and nonconforming condition in
accordance with NRC Generic Letter 91-18. If manual operator actions were relied upon
for reliability of the offsite electrical supply, an evaluation should have been done to
demonstrate that there was reasonable assurance that the manual action would be an
acceptable substitute for the normal automatic action. The inspectors considered that in
using a manual action to preserve the offsite electric power supply, ConEd should have
evaluated the types of issues regarding potential operator acts of omission and the
impact on other control operator activities. The inspectors considered the use of the
manual action significant because the time frame available for operator action was short
(three minutes) for action to be taken to prevent an electrical transient concurrent with a
reactor transient (shutdown). The inspectors considered that ConEd, prior to the event
when the tap changer was placed in manual, should have demonstrated that the time
available for operator response was sufficient to (1) ensure accurate diagnosis of the
event, (2) perform the required manual actions, and (3) recover from potential operator
errors given the time for accomplishing the manual action. Some problems that could
have been considered included: the failure of the operator to act; the availability of 480
bus voltage indication so the dedicated operator could evaluate the effects of his actions;
the need to interact with other operators and the impact on event response; the potential
to create an over voltage condition on the 480 volt buses and the potential
consequences; and, the potential of creating an under voltage condition on the 480 volt
buses.
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ConEd also should have determined whether the SAT and 138 KV system remained
operable with the load tap changer in manual. If ConEd had found the 138 KV system to
be inoperable, the requirements of Technical Specification 3.7 would have applied.
ConEd reported to the inspectors on October 8, 1999, that an operability evaluation for
various operations of the load tap changer had been completed. ConEd determined that
the 138 KV system was inoperable with the load tap changer in the manual mode.
ConEd issued three procedure changes on October 9, 1999: station operating
procedures; SOP 27.1.4 Revision 10, SOP 27.1.1 Revision 10, and Alarm Response
Procedure SHF 4-5, Revision 20. The procedures directed that the load tap changer
should normally be operated in automatic. If the tap changer was placed in manual
pending repair of the automatic function, ConEd identified that a dedicated qualified
individual stationed would be in the control room to adjust the voltage on the 480 volt
buses within established limits as necessary. The procedures directed the operator to
enter the technical specification action statement 3.7.B.3 when the tap changer was in
manual. The procedures were issued prior to the reactor startup on October 13, 1999.
Control of the station load tap changer in manual mode prior to the event on August 31,
1999, was considered unresolved pending further NRC review. (URI 50-247/99-13-02)
c.

Conclusions
The inspectors observed that ConEd did not evaluate the load tap changer in the manual
mode when it was placed in manual in September 1998 or prior to the August 31 reactor
event. ConEd also revised operating procedures to require the tap changer to be
maintained in the automatic position, and to direct operators to enter the technical
specification action statement 3.7.B.3 for a degraded offsite power supply when the
tap changer is in manual.

11.4

Corrective Actions for the Overcurrent Trip of the 23 EDG Breaker

a.

Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed the ConEd evaluation and corrective actions for the improper
short-time overcurrent setting of the number 23 emergency diesel generator breaker and
the high pump starting current experienced during the August 31 event. Aspects of this
area were also reviewed by the NRC Augmented Inspection Team.

b.

Findings and Observations
ConEd found that emergency power was lost to vital bus 6A because the short-time
over-current setting for the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) 23 output breaker had
been set significantly below the design basis setting since May 27, 1999. The electrical
protective devices provided for the 480 volt switchgear circuit breakers were solid-state
trip units known as amptectors. Bus feeder breakers have long time overcurrent trips for
overload protection and short-time overcurrent trips for fault protection. The calibration
of the amptectors for the EDG circuit breakers had been setup using a secondary current
injection method and a Westinghouse Amptector Tester. However the method used by
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ConEd was not adequate to confirm that the amptector would not trip below the minimum
tolerance band for the short-time overcurrent trips. This failure had resulted in the 23
EDG breaker being left with trips at 50% of their desired setpoint which was a
contributing cause for the overcurrent trip of the 6A bus feeder breaker on August 31.
Control the overcurrent setting of EDG breaker 23 and others was considered
unresolved pending further NRC review. (URI 50-247199-13-03)
As part of the recovery effort, ConEd reviewed their breaker trip verification process,
identified breakers susceptible to mis-setting, and tested amptectors to verify or correctly
establish the trip settings for the various breakers. The inspectors noted that ConEd
after finding breaker setting problems beyond the 23 EDG breaker, expanded their
verification scope to 100% of the population of breakers with short-time overcurrent trips
to confirm proper settings. The testing verified and adjusted the short-time overcurrent
settings using a revised (improved) methodology.
The inspectors witnessed some of the breaker testing and reviewed the results of other
testing of the as-found and as-left condition of the amptector settings. The procedure
(Work Step List associated with work order NP-99-11276) required the technician to
verify the current transformer (CT) ratio. The inspectors identified that no CT ratio
verification was performed nor was any acceptance criteria for the CT ratio provided.
ConEd indicated that there was a discrepancy between the procedure wording and what
was actually required and provided during the testing. This discrepancy was entered into
the ConEd corrective action program as CR 199907561. Breaker operability was not
affected by this discrepancy. ConEd had not specified and included in the amptector test
procedure, acceptance criteria for the current transformer ratio for safety related
amptectors. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, requires that
appropriate quality standards be specified and included in design documents. Not
having specified the acceptance criteria for the current transformer ratio (for work order
NP-99-11276), was a non-cited violation of NRC requirements. This issue is in the
ConEd corrective actions program as condition report CR199907561. (NCV 50-247/99
13-04)
The inspectors questioned the reported results of amptector setpoint verification tests
that indicated identical trip points for all three phases. As a result of these questions,
ConEd reviewed the documented results of all the amptector tests performed with the
updated methodology and found that an amptector had been accepted although the data
indicated the amptector was out-of-calibration. The breaker had been returned to
service as the 21 EDG output breaker (CR 199907582). This problem resulted in a
second ConEd review and some additional testing. The testing of the questioned
breaker (NP-99-10907) resulted in ConEd being unable to duplicate the initially recorded
results. Upon retest, ConEd found that the breaker's amptector settings were within
tolerance and could not explain the deficient as-left settings recorded and accepted in
the calibration package. 10 CFR part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV, requires that
measures be established to prevent the inadvertent use of non-conforming components.
Failure of the IP2 staff to critically review the results of the calibration package and
subsequently place a safety-related component (breaker) back in service with a deficient
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amptector setting was a non-cited violation of NRC requirements. This issue is in the IP
2 corrective actions program as condition report CR 199907582. (NCV 50-247199-13-05)
The IP2 Engineering staff had used a summary information sheet of the EDG breaker
as-left calibration status, dated September 21, 1999, in calculation FEX -000120-00,
dated September 26, 1999, Analysis of EDG Load Sequencing for Blackout and Unit
Trip, With and Without Safety Injection. The status sheet was used as the input to justify
the lowest as-left calibration of an EDG breaker short-time overcurrent value of 5760
amps as an acceptable value. Not only was the summary sheet data not confirmed
against the calibration packages, which recorded 5350 amps as noted above, but the
engineering justification failed to address calibration drift in the acceptance criteria. The
team independently assessed the affect of the tolerance on the acceptance criteria and
compared it with the as-left value, and determined the as-left condition for the breakers
to be acceptable. Subsequently, ConEd engineering revised the calculation. The
apparent failure to verify calculation inputs and to address the amptector tolerance in
calculation of the amptector testing acceptance criteria was a minor violation, not subject
to formal NRC enforcement action.
c.

Conclusions
The inspectors found the ConEd activities to evaluate and correct the overcurrent trip of
the 23 emergency diesel output breaker on August 31, 1999, to be acceptable for safe
restart and operation of the reactor plant. The inspectors found that a sufficient sample
of circuit breakers were selected for recalibration and an appropriate expansion was
implemented when additional breaker setting problems were identified. The revised
methodology used by ConEd confirmed the setpoints for the amptectors and assured
that susceptible breakers would not trip below the minimum value specified for the short
time overcurrent trip.

III

Extent of Condition Reviews and Other Short Term Actions

111.1

Initial Extent of Condition Reviews

a.

Inspection Scope
Beyond their assessment of the August 31 event, ConEd initiated a number of extent of
condition assessments to determine if similar problems existed in other areas of plant
operations. The inspectors reviewed these extent of condition reviews to evaluate the
scope, prioritization, and completion schedule of the corrective actions resulting from the
reviews.

b.

Findings and Observations
In their initial assessments following the August 31 event, ConEd initiated extent of
condition reviews in the areas of operations, engineering and corrective actions. These
reviews were to provide assurance that vulnerabilities similar to those identified by the
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August 31 event but that affected other plant activities, were identified and corrected
prior to restart of the reactor.
Operations Extent of Condition Review
The operations extent of condition review was a review of the operation's department
standards and guidance for management of spurious alarms and tracking of technical
specification limiting conditions of operation, a brief summary of a review of various
equipment operated in manual when designed to be operated in automatic, and a review
of the emergency plan for action levels based on loss of electrical power to plant
equipment. Detailed results of the various reviews were not provided in the assessment,
nor was there indication that the scope of the reviews was expanded when problems
were identified.
The inspectors found that ConEd's extent of condition review in operations was of limited
scope and did not assess the extent of some operator performance deficiencies
identified in the event. For example, performance problems that included missed
emergency diesel generator logs and an apparent mis-operation of the turbine driven
auxiliary feedwater pump were not assessed. The inspectors reviewed each of these
areas individually:
1. Manual operation of the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump (AFWP 22) to control
steam generator level after the loss of the 24 instrument bus.
During the event, when the battery was depleted, power was lost the 24 steam generator
flow control valve, (FCV-405D), and the valve failed open, as designed. Planned actions
in response to a FCV failure were provided in the applicable abnormal operating
instruction (AOI) and operators were aware of these instructions prior to the failure.
System Operating Procedure SOP 21.3, "Auxiliary Feedwater System Operation,"
provided direction to throttle the 24 steam generator flow control valve locally and
manually. Due to competing manpower requirements during the event, control operators
elected to stop and start the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater (TDAFW) pump on three
occasions to control steam generator water level instead of throttling the FCV in
accordance with the instruction. The inspectors noted that at Indian Point Unit 2, the
turbine driven AFW pump was ranked as a high risk system in preventing core damage
during postulated events. The operations decision to cycle the AFWP 22 placed
demands on the turbine and was not pre-planned in plant procedures. In addition, the
AFW design bases document provided that "pump/turbine speed control will be used in
conjunction with the feed valves to regulate flow" to the steam generators. The
inspectors observed that the design bases did not reference the method of starting and
stopping the turbine to control steam generator water level. ConEd documented this
issue in their corrective action system (CR199907401).
2. Failure to monitor the emergency diesel generators
The augmented inspection team identified that plant operators had not completed hourly
monitoring of the operating emergency diesel generators during the event. This
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monitoring was needed to ensure proper diesel operation and to detect and correct
minor problems that could lead to an unplanned EDG shutdown. In their extent of
condition review, ConEd had made no assessment of diesel monitoring or the
management expectation that monitoring would occur. Following NRC questioning,
ConEd determined that the ConEd management expectation that the emergency diesels
would be monitored during operation was not clearly specified and operating crew
questioning and followup on the issue did not occur. ConEd documented this issue in
their corrective action system (CR199907439).
Given the failure to monitor the EDGs and the starting and stopping of the TDAFW
pump, the inspectors questioned ConEd on the adequacy of shift crew staffing to control
vital plant equipment during events. In response, prior to plant restart, ConEd reviewed
crew staffing and found that while staffing was adequate, allocation of resources during
the event could have been improved. To address this concern, ConEd preplanned
activities to isolate 480 volt or 6900 volt electrical circuits, changed administrative
requirements to streamline the process used to apply and remove safety tags, and
discussed the potential consequences of manual operation of the TDAFW pump and the
failure to monitor the diesels with shift managers. ConEd initiated a review of resource
allocation and initiated training of shift managers on these concerns. Because of an
apparent problem with operator's compliance with station procedures, ConEd requested
that the quality assurance department perform a future audit of operations department
procedure use and compliance to identify areas for further improvement. The actions
during the August 31 event of starting and stopping the TDAFW pump turbine and not
monitoring the EDGs during operation were considered unresolved items pending further
NRC review. (URI 50-247199-13-06)
Corrective Actions Extent of Condition Review
ConEd had determined that having safety significant plant deficiencies in the work
backlog, such as the problem with the station auxiliary transformer, load tap changer in
manual, complicated the August 31 event. ConEd did an assessment of the extent of
condition of corrective actions in their various work backlogs.
The inspectors reviewed the Corrective Actions Extent of Condition Report and found
that many discrepancies were identified and corrected as result of the review. This
review included aspects of station corrective actions for equipment alarms, 480 volt bus
loading concerns, evaluation of manual operation of equipment designed to be controlled
in automatic, assurance that design information was properly translated into plant
procedures, and that temporary changes were in compliance with the UFSAR
descriptions.
The inspectors found the corrective actions extent of condition review sufficient to
evaluate aspects of plant work and corrective action. Although not exhaustive in scope,
the corrective actions extent of condition review adequately checked backlogs for
significant deficiencies to ensure that these items were prioritized and resolved prior to
plant startup. Sample size expansions were appropriate to the deficient conditions
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identified in the initial reviews. ConEd found that a number of the backlogged issues
affected safety systems. For example:
*

Channel B of the saturation temperature monitor had repeatedly and spuriously
gone into the alarm condition. Before the event, ConEd had identified the
problem, but had taken no action to either resolve the issue or evaluate the
problem to ensure instrument reliability. During the extent of condition review,
ConEd identified the issue as a recurrent problem. Prior to startup, ConEd
modified the instrument to remove defective temperature sensors.
(CR199906113)

*

Accumulator level instruments needed repeated venting to ensure reliability. The
need for venting was particularly problematic for 23 accumulator level instrument
(LT935C) which required venting five times in the last year. The apparent cause
of the problem was a repeated buildup of gases in one of the instrument lines,
causing the instrument to drift. The inspectors found that prior to the event,
ConEd had not done an operability evaluation of this deficient condition ( in
accordance with NRC Generic Letter 91-18). Subsequent to the event, ConEd
vented the instrument lines, completed an operability review for the instrument
and found it to be operable but degraded, and intended to revise the technical
specification acceptance band for accumulator level, providing additional
tolerance for the instrument. ConEd informed the inspectors of a modification
being implemented to prevent buildup of gases in the instrument lines. This
modification would be completed during the next refueling outage.
(CR199810074)

*

ConEd found that there was no documentation that the power range high flux
instrument setting supported operability of the high flux reactor protection trip
setpoint. Technical Specification 2.3.1.B(1) established the setpoint at less than
or equal to 109 percent of rated power and the instrument was nominally set at
108 percent indicated power. The calibration check for the power range
instrument did not verify linear response at high powers, adding to the uncertainty
of the 108 percent nominal setting. In response to this issue, ConEd completed a
high power setpoint uncertainty calculation on October 1, 1999, and accepted the
calculation on October 6, 1999, (IPP-99-258). Also, the calibration check
procedure for all four power range channels was revised to verify linear response
and completed satisfactorily on October 1, 1999. ConEd determined that the
instrument had been operable. (CR199808160)

The inspectors found that the ConEd corrective actions extent of condition reviews were
adequate, but observed that risk information was not used in the extent of condition
review when samples were taken instead of 100 percent reviews. As an example, ten
percent of active temporary field changes were evaluated for maintaining the
requirements of the UFSAR, as opposed to a 100 percent review. Plant risk was not
included as a factor when selecting the field changes to be reviewed. With no
deficiencies identified, ConEd concluded that the sample accurately reflected the plant
condition that the UFSAR was being implemented. The inspectors were also concerned
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that risk significant deficiencies had existed in plant work backlogs without
commensurate priority and attention such as any evaluation that the deficiency did not
result in an inoperable condition.
In their summary of the review of the corrective actions extent of condition report, ConEd
identified that the station did not track or resolve control room alarm conditions as an
appropriate priority. ConEd planned to improve performance in this area with improved
operations documentation of alarm conditions, improvements in work control, improved
work completion, and enhanced engineering response to deficient conditions. To
support reactor startup, ConEd took action to ensure that control room alarms would be
documented in the corrective actions system and engineering and maintenance would
be sensitized to the higher priority needed to resolve these problems. The apparent
failure to take timely corrective actions for the identified deficiencies; namely the
saturation temperature monitor, the 23 accumulator level instrument, and the power
range high flux setpoint were non-cited violations of NRC requirements. These issues
are in the ConEd corrective actions system as condition reports numbered
(CR199906113, CR199810074, and CR199808160) and were included in the ConEd
corrective actions extent of condition review. (NCV 50-247/99-13-07)
Engineering Extent of Condition Review
Risk significant contributors to the August 31 event included having the short-time
overcurrent setting of the 23 emergency diesel generator breaker well below the
specified value, combined with the potential for a multiple pump, high starting current
when sequencing safety loads on the vital bus following a load shed. To evaluate the
extent of these problems, ConEd completed an extent of condition review in the
engineering area.
The inspectors reviewed the ConEd engineering extent of condition review and found
that although it was initially narrowly focused, the final effort was acceptable to support
safe plant operation. This review included engineering reviews of the diesel load timing,
safety related motor starting currents, and circuit breaker amptector settings (See
Section 11.4).
The NRC augmented inspection team confirmed that a contributing cause for the August
31, 1999, event was the inadvertent simultaneous starting of multiple pumps on vital bus
6A, when powered from the 23 EDG. The potential for the simultaneous starting of
multiple loads was introduced during a modification (FPX-91-06757-F) of the safety
injection sequence timers. In this modification, an unevaluated change to the service
water pump timer setpoint was done and all timers with exception of the auxiliary
feedwater pump starting timer were replaced with solid-state devices. ConEd not having
replaced the auxiliary feedwater blackout, electro-pneumatic timer, coupled with the
change in the service water sequence time, resulted in a simultaneous multiple pump
start and the high starting current that contributed to the diesel breaker trip during the
August 31 event. (The breaker setting being out-of-tolerance was another contributor).
The potential for this high starting current was not recognized in the modification, was not
duplicated in any post modification surveillance test, and was not included in the ConEd
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dynamic loading model of the EDGs. The modification to replace agastat timers with
solid-state timers (started in 1991) did not include an evaluation of the effect of the
revised sequencing of the service water pump on reliability of the vital bus power
supplies. In the ConEd recovery activities, the last agastat timer in the diesel sequencer
logic was replaced with a solid-state device and the starting sequencer was adjusted to
minimize the maximum starting current. The problems during modification FPX-91
06757, of ConEd not evaluating the consequences of moving the service water pump
sequence timer closer to the component cooling pump and auxiliary feedwater pump
starting times on potential diesel loading during loss of offsite power events; and not
having evaluated the combined affect of solid-state and electro-pneumatic starting
sequence timers on diesel loading were unresolved pending further NRC review. (URI
50-247/99-13-08)
ConEd during their recovery efforts replaced the AFW electro-pneumatic timing relay
with a solid-state timer. At that time, even though the published tolerance for the solid
state timers was 2%, ConEd maintained the acceptance criteria for the newly installed
relays at * 2 seconds, which was the value previously used for the electro-pneumatic
timers, without an engineering evaluation of acceptability. The inspector questioned this
acceptance criteria and ConEd initiated an evaluation. Not adjusting the acceptance
criteria for testing of the solid-state auxiliary feedwater starting timer installed in
September 1999, or to do an engineering evaluation was unresolved pending further
NRC review. (URI 50-247/99-13-09)
c.

Conclusions
The ConEd extent of condition reviews in engineering, operations, and corrective actions
were adequate to support the safe restart and operation of the reactor plant. While the
operations extent of condition review was initially lacking in critical review of operational
aspects of the event, the operations department eventually evaluated operator activities
and specified actions to improve performance.
ConEd did not use risk information when selecting modifications, field changes, and
temporary procedures to evaluate in the corrective actions extent of condition review.
The inspectors considered that not using risk information in plant evaluations such as
these to be an example of weak performance.
The ConEd evaluation to support a modification initiated in 1991, was poor. ConEd did
not evaluate the combined affect of solid-state and electro-pneumatic starting sequence
timers on diesel loading. This problem allowed a high combined pump starting current
on August 31, contributing to a loss of power to vital bus 6A following a reactor trip. Also
in the 1991 modification, ConEd had not evaluated the consequence on diesel loading of
moving the service water pump starting time (on the diesel sequencer) closer to the
component cooling pump and auxiliary feedwater pump starting times during a
postulated loss of offsite power event.
ConEd during their recovery efforts replaced the AFW electro-pneumatic timing relay
with a solid-state timer and completed testing of the station sequencers. When the timer
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was replaced, ConEd engineering had not evaluated the acceptance criteria used in
testing the installed relay until questioned by the inspectors.
111.2

Other Short Term Actions Resulting from Event Related Condition Reports

a.

Inspection Scope
Many condition reports (greater than 1500) were generated as a result of the event and
related followup activities. ConEd also initiated extent of condition reviews in
engineering, operations, and corrective actions. As a result of the ConEd initial root
causes and extent of condition reviews, supplemental extent of condition reviews were
conducted, including an evaluation of degraded and nonconforming conditions that were
not to be corrected prior to restart of the unit (NRC Generic Letter 91-18); a review of the
higher significance work order backlog root cause evaluations; and an evaluation of relay
reset setpoints.

b.

Findings and Observations
ConEd initially initiated extent of condition reviews in the areas of operations,
engineering and corrective actions. As a result of these reviews, and information
obtained in the ConEd review of the August 31 event, various supplemental extent of
condition reviews were conducted.
Supplemental Review of Degraded and Nonconforming Conditions
ConEd used a multi-disciplined team and reviewed their backlog of work items to confirm
that the deficiencies, when not immediately corrected, had been properly evaluated in
accordance with the process described in NRC Generic Letter 91-18. The review
involved two parts. One part evaluated active work orders that were classified as
operator work arounds (involved control room deficiencies, caution tags, temporary
facility changes). Each work order was screened and an operability assessment was
reviewed for those that involved degraded conditions. The second part consisted of a
review of active work orders generated prior to July 15, 1997, the time of the previous
outage. These work orders were screened to determine which were safety related (65)
and involved actual degraded conditions (17). These items were reviewed by
engineering to confirm whether any involved an operability issue. ConEd informed the
inspectors that none of the deficiencies involved an operability concern.
The inspectors reviewed the process used to complete the degraded condition reviews
for the active work orders and performed an independent evaluation of a sample of the
deficiencies that remained uncorrected for plant restart. The inspectors confirmed that
the extent of condition reviews were adequate in scope and method, and the inspectors
did not identify that any of the deficiencies resulted in an inoperable condition.
The inspectors reviewed the operability evaluations performed by the ConEd Quality
Assurance organization. The overall scope of the review was appropriate. A detailed
evaluation was performed for 10 packages. The inspectors agreed with the ConEd
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assessment that there were no equipment operability concerns related to the ten
packages. However, one documentation discrepancies and procedure adherence issue
was identified by the inspectors.
One problem reviewed by ConEd involved operation of the emergency diesel generator
(EDG) jacket water expansion tank level control valves. The float valves were designed
to ensure automatic level control but the valves have leakage problems and were not
capable of maintaining normal tank water level when in automatic. A manual water
supply valve for the 21 and 23 EDGs (in the automatic fill lineup) was caution tagged
closed to prevent the tank from automatically overfilling during EDG standby operation.
The system operating procedure, SOP-27.3.1.1, "21 Emergency Diesel Generator
Manual Operation," contained a temporary procedure change (TPC) that provided
instructions for operators to manually fill the EDG jacket water expansion tank.
However, the operating procedure for 23 EDG, SOP-27.3.1.3, was not updated to
provide similar direction.
The inspector identified that a temporary procedure change should have been processed
when the manual water makeup valve was closed. Station Administrative Order SAO
204, "Work Control," Section 2.8, required that a procedure or revision shall be prepared
if a procedure cannot be implemented as written due to a deficiency. When identified,
ConEd initiated a condition report, CR 199907756, to address the error and a temporary
procedure change was added to the required guidance to SOP-27.3.1.3. Technical
Specification 6.8.1 required that written procedures be established and implemented
covering the recommendations covered by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2. The
regulatory guide included procedures for operation of emergency power sources,
including diesels. ConEd not having procedures for control of EDG jacket water level
was a non-cited violation of NRC requirements. This issue is in the ConEd corrective
actions system as CR 199907756. (NCV 50-247/99-13-10)
Supplemental Review of Backlogged Corrective Actions
As an expansion of the corrective actions extent of condition review, ConEd evaluated
backlogged corrective actions that had overdue actions. The intent was to evaluate the
overdue action to ensure that risk significant corrective activities were completed prior to
restart of the reactor. In this review, ten backlogged root causes were identified by
ConEd as needing to be completed with corrective actions evaluated and specified prior
to restart. At the end of the inspection, the inspectors found that ConEd had
appropriately reviewed backlogged corrective actions to ensure that risk significant
vulnerabilities were assessed and corrected prior to restart of the unit.
Supplemental Evaluation of Relay Reset Points
The degraded voltage relays (DVRs) monitor the voltage on the 480 volt buses to ensure
that sufficient voltage is available to operate safety-related equipment. The relays drop
out when the voltage drops below the critical value that has been determined by
calculations, and after a defined time delay, initiate an isolation from the offsite supply if
the voltage had not returned to some minimum value. ConEd determined that calibration
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procedures for eight under voltage relays on 480 volt buses 2A, 3A, 5A, and 6A did not
address the reset setpoints. This deficiency was addressed with a modification which
calibrated the under voltage device relay resets. The AIT team confirmed that the DVR
reset values had been acceptably established by engineering modification and had been
implemented on September 16, 1999.
The inspectors reviewed ConEd's actions to address the extent of condition for this
deficiency. The review was conducted by searching the calculation and modification
databases from 1990 to September 1999, and by reviewing the I&C preventive
maintenance procedures (ICPM) in the 750 to 800 series associated with safety related
protective relays. ConEd identified four additional relays in the reactor coolant pump 6.9
KV undervoltage protection system that lacked reset values. This deficiency was
addressed with a modification which calibrated the under voltage device relay resets
prior to reactor startup on October 13, 1999.
ConEd identified eight relays in the 480 volt system and four relays in the 6.9KV system)
that were installed in 1993 as part of a design change (EGP-91-06786). ConEd did not
specify reset values for these electronic-type under voltage relays when installed.
ConEd's preliminary conclusion for the cause of this failure was that the procedure used
to implement modification packages, DE-SQ-12.512, did not provide adequate guidance
for entering set point and reset data. During the inspection, ConEd established a reset
value for those relays using a revision to the original modification. However, the
inspectors noted that when the modification was presented to the station nuclear safety
committee (SNSC), the members did not question the selected reset value that
engineering had chosen and there was no apparent basis for the selected setpoint. The
inspectors considered this lack of questioning to be an example of poor performance in
this safety review function.
ConEd concluded that most of the safety-related protective relays installed in the plant
were original plant equipment, electro-mechanical type devices that have non-adjustable
resets where the reset was automatically set by operation of the relay. The known
exceptions were the 12 relays discussed above. ConEd supplemented the above
reviews with a search for additional relays using the operating experience data base and
identified relays used for the station battery annunciators and the main generator over
voltage trip system. None of these provided any safety-related protection functions.
The inspectors confirmed that the relay reset extent of condition reviews were adequate
in scope to support plant restart, and that the deficiencies were either promptly
addressed or did not result in any apparent inoperable condition. ConEd not having
controlled reset setpoints for those safety related relays with adjustable setpoints was
considered a non-cited violation of NRC requirements. This issue is in the ConEd
corrective actions program via condition report CR199906643. (NCV 50-247/99-13-11)
c.

Conclusions
The inspectors found that appropriate adjustments were made to the sample sizes or
focus areas of the ConEd extent of condition reviews. In one expansion, ConEd formed
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a multi-disciplined team to review degraded conditions in their work backlogs, to ensure
that safety significant deficiencies were evaluated prior to restart of the unit. Also,
condition reports for which corrective actions had been postponed to some time after
restart were evaluated to ensure that risk significant problems were addressed to
support unit restart. The inspectors found the sample expansions and added reviews to
be appropriate.
The inspectors reviewed the process used to complete the degraded condition reviews
for backlogged active work orders and performed an independent evaluation of a sample
of the deficiencies that remained uncorrected for plant restart. The inspectors confirmed
that the extent of condition reviews were adequate in scope and method, and did not
identify that any of the deficiencies resulted in an inoperable condition.
The inspectors found that ConEd had not implemented administrative compensatory
measures for operation of the emergency diesel generator makeup water expansion tank
when the automatic fill capability was disabled. Specifically, guidance for manual filling
of the 23 EDG jacket water expansion tank was not provided to the operators.
ConEd engineering had not controlled relay reset values for relays with adjustable
resets. This deficiency was corrected by ConEd during the recovery. During the ConEd
Station Nuclear Safety Committee review of the corrective actions, the committee did not
consider a basis for the selected reset value for the reactor coolant pump undervoltage
relays. This oversight was an example of poor performance in the SNSC review
process.
111.3

Other Inspector Observations

a.

Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed and observed the ConEd evaluative and corrective activities in
progress during their recovery effort. The inspectors made various supplemental
observations and assessments of the ConEd recovery efforts.

b.

Findings and Observations
Operability of the 24 Station Battery
The inspectors reviewed documentation associated with evaluating and re-establishing
operability of the 24 station battery following the event. Some of the inspection in this
area was conducted by the augmented inspection team. Following discharge of the
battery on August 31, ConEd placed the 24 station battery on recharge for a ten day
period. In subsequent testing, one cell did not adequately recharge and this cell was
replaced. Later, after added monitoring and evaluation by ConEd, a final charge was
done and the battery was returned to operation. The inspectors found that the 24 station
battery had been restored to the operable condition and was satisfactory to support safe
plant restart and operation.
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Restoration of Power to Lighting Buses
As a result of the ConEd operation's assessment of the August 31 event, a condition
report was written by a plant operator to request procedure guidance for lighting bus
restoration after a station blackout signal (CR 199906933). The procedure guidance in
place at the time of the event for restoration of power to lighting buses 22 and 23 was
written to de-energize and restore electrical power to an individual bus during
maintenance or some other evolution. During the event, both electrical feeder breakers
for buses 22 and 23 were open and the tie breaker between the two buses was closed.
As identified in the operations assessment, the existing procedure did not address these
conditions. ConEd generation support group's initial response to the request for a
procedure stated: 1) the system operating procedure (SOP) provided guidance to restore
the lighting buses; 2) there was no need to change the procedure; and 3) the nuclear
plant operator who wrote the CR was not familiar with the system.
The inspectors considered the response to be poor in quality and potentially detrimental
to the principles of procedure adherence and procedure clarity. The inspectors found
that SOP 27.1.5, "480 Volt System," Section 3.0, provided initial conditions for system
alignment. The system alignment that resulted from the event did not match these
conditions. Also, if the individual sections of the procedure were used to restore buses
22 and 23 after a blackout signal, the tie breaker would be cycled one time more than
needed and bus 23 electrical loads would be energized and de-energized an additional
time unnecessarily. The inspectors considered that the ConEd rejection of the request
could potentially deter the operator's from documenting future problems to improve
procedures and plant performance. The inspectors discussed this concern with the
operations department manager who subsequently re-opened the CR and stated that the
issue would be resolved.
Station Nuclear Safety Committee Activities
The inspectors attended a number of Station Nuclear Safety Committee (SNSC) review
meetings where critical reviews or corrective actions were approved for station
implementation. Included in these meetings was the review and approval for
establishing a reset setpoint for reactor coolant pump undervoltage trip setpoint. The
inspectors observed that the committee did not demonstrate a questioning review of the
modification, and the basis for the reset setpoint was neither presented in the
modification package nor discussed. In another SNSC session, the SL-1 report was
reviewed and the configuration control of the tap changer was discussed. The
committee did not demonstrate an understanding of the need for an NRC Generic Letter
91-18, Revision 1, evaluation to verify operability when maintaining the tap changer in
the manual position. Although this issue was evaluated by ConEd and resolved
appropriately prior to reactor restart, the inspectors considered that the review committee
did not raise operability questions during the observed sessions. A similar observation is
discussed in the Section 111.2 discussion of relay reset points. The inspectors found that
a critical level of quality control was not always exercised by the Station Nuclear Safety
Committee.
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c.

Conclusions
The inspectors found that the 24 station battery had been restored to the operable
condition and was satisfactory to support safe plant restart and operation.
Following the reactor transient on August 31, a plant operator documented a concern of
not having a procedure for restoration of power to plant lighting buses. ConEd initially
closed the issue, in the corrective actions system, without action. After the inspectors
questioned this resolution, ConEd re-opened the issue and initiated corrective actions.
The ConEd Station Nuclear Safety Committee review of the August 31 event condition
report, (SL-1 report) was lacking in critical review of having the station transformer load
tap changer in the manual position for an extended period of time. Specifically, the
committee did not initially recognize the manual position as a potential unreviewed safety
concern and did not question the operability aspects of the deficient condition during a
session attended by the inspectors. The inspectors found that a critical level of quality
control was not exercised in this case during review by the Station Nuclear Safety
Committee.

IV.

Emergency Preparedness Improvements

IV.1

Review of Emergency Plan Declarations

a.

Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed the corrective actions and activities associated with evaluating
and remediating problems with the emergency plan declaration during the August 31,
1999, event. Additional inspection in this area was done by the Augmented Inspection
Team and by regional specialists during an emergency exercise conducted at Indian
Point Unit 2 on September 22, 1999. The inspectors reviewed the corrective actions and
activities associated with evaluating and remediating problems in emergency
preparedness and response that were identified following the August 31 event and the
exercise. Findings from the exercise were evaluated by the NRC and will be reported in
a separate inspection.

b.

Findings and Observations
Emergency Plan Declaration Problems During the August 31 Event
Following the event, ConEd determined that Emergency Action Level (EAL) 6.1.1 (Loss
of offsite power) needed to be revised to better reflect its technical basis. On September
28, pending approval of a formal change to the action level, ConEd operations
management issued a Standing Order to plant operators that contained an interpretation
of EAL 6.1.1. On October 7, ConEd management approved the revision to the EAL,
which reflected the guidance provided in the basis document, Nuclear Management and
Resource Council/National Environment Studies Project (NUMARC/NESP). The
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inspectors noted that the operators, prior to assuming the watch after September 28, had
to complete the read-and-sign of the Standing Order.
The AIT identified that the technical bases for the various emergency action levels were
not available in certain areas, such as the technical support center and that this could
contribute to a problem with classifying certain events in a timely manner. As a
remediating action, ConEd distributed copies of the emergency action level (EAL)
technical bases to key locations prior to unit restart. ConEd also distributed the basis
document to other locations such as the simulator and joint news center. The NRC
inspectors verified these actions had been completed.
Extent of Condition Reviews in Emergency Preparedness
ConEd identified and documented a number of emergency planning (EP) performance
deficiencies subsequent to the August 31 event. To improve EP performance, ConEd
identified six actions: 1) define the emergency response organization and train key
groups in responsibilities; 2) meet with state/counties to discuss corrective actions, and
revise the E-Plan procedure for offsite communications; 3) distribute the emergency
action level (EAL) technical basis to key locations; 4) improve the reliability of the pager
system; 5) review industry experience for enhancements to the Emergency Plan (E
Plan); and 6) change EAL 6.1.1 (Loss of Offsite Power) to accurately reflect the technical
basis. Items 1 and 4 were designated as long term actions and the other items were
designated short term.
ConEd staff revised EP procedures to better define the roles and responsibilities of
critical positions within the EP organization. ConEd emergency response members
received initial training on these changes October 11. NRC EP specialists reviewed the
training lesson plans and an inspector observed the training. The lesson plans used for
the training were outdated and a number of concerns were identified during the training.
After questioning by the inspectors, ConEd documented these concerns in their
corrective action system (CR199907710), revised the lesson plans, and re-conducted
the training on October 14. ConEd intended to conduct drills in the remainder of 1999 for
the operating crews, some of which will also involve emergency response facility
activation. ConEd also planned to conduct an emergency response exercise in early
2000 to demonstrate that the corrective actions were sustained.
ConEd intended to meet with the state and county authorities to discuss corrective
actions and revise the E-Plan procedure for offsite communications. The inspectors
observed that ConEd revised the procedures for offsite communications to require faxing
certain event information from the control room (in addition to the previous requirement
to fax information from the emergency operations facility) and to include updates at 30
minute intervals. ConEd EP personnel met with state and county authorities on October
13.
ConEd stated that they would review industry experience for enhancements to the E
Plan. ConEd reviewed approximately 5000 licensee event reports and identified about
300 items for further review. These items included summaries of events associated with
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either a station blackout, loss of power to essential busses, loss of DC busses, or
degraded bus voltage relays. The inspectors observed that the review did not identify
any items that were applicable to the August 31 event. ConEd did not identify any
enhancements to their EP procedures as a result of this study.
ConEd reviewed all emergency action levels to determine whether EALs required
clarification or correction. The review identified two additional EALs, 6.2.1 and 6.2.2
(Loss of DC Bus Voltage) that needed clarification to assure reliable implementation.
ConEd personnel subsequently clarified these classifications and incorporated the
enhancements in an Operations Standing Order issued by operations management to
plant operators on September 28. ConEd intended to incorporate further training on
these weaknesses in future operator training.
The inspectors noted that ConEd's review of the EALs was lacking in sufficient detail to
assure changes did not reduce the level of effectiveness of the EALs. On October 13,
1999, ConEd initiated a corrective action report (CRS 199907757) when an inadvertent
change of intent was identified while training emergency response personnel on the
revised EALs. Specifically, EAL 6.1.3 was clarified during the revisions as addressed in
Standing Order SO-M-1 2, as follows:
The original version of EAL 6.1.3 directed the operators to declare an Alert if: "Available
emergency bus AC power sources were reduced to only one of the following for greater
than 15 minutes:
*
*
*
*
*
*

480V EDG 21
480V EDG 22
480V EDG 23
Unit Auxiliary Transformer
Station Auxiliary Transformer
13.8 KV gas turbine auto Transformer"

EAL 6.1.3 was revised and clarified in Standing Order, SO-M-12, to provide the following
guidance: "If ALL 480V bus sections are NOT energized by an offsite power source for
greater than fifteen (15) minutes AND only one 480V bus is energized from its
Emergency Diesel Generator, THEN declare an ALERT EMERGENCY under 9.1.3,
which stated: Any event as determined by the Shift Manager, Operations Manager, or
Emergency Director that could cause or has caused actual substantial degradation of the
level of safety of the plant."
As rewritten, the EAL did not address the loss of all three EDGs and only one offsite
power source (Station Auxiliary Transformer) available as the source of power to the
480V buses, which would also warrant the declaration of an ALERT. A condition report
(CR199907757) was written for this discrepancy, the procedures were corrected, and
emergency response personnel were trained on the changes.
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c.

Conclusions
ConEd took appropriate action to address the emergency planning problems identified
during the August 1999 event. The reviews in this area were reasonable and identified a
number of short-term and long-term corrective actions. The short- term actions involved
correcting procedural and training problems, which were completed prior to restart of the
reactor. Long-term actions involved specific actions for improving exercise critiques,
conducting additional drills in 1999 for the operating crews, and conducting an exercise.
Some of the operating crew drills will also involve emergency response facility activation.
ConEd reviewed emergency action levels and identified two that needed clarification to
assure reliable implementation. ConEd personnel subsequently clarified these
classifications, incorporated the enhancements in an Operations Standing Order, and
initiated training on the clarifications. The inspectors noted that ConEd's initial review of
the action level improvements was lacking in sufficient detail to assure the changes did
not reduce the level of effectiveness. ConEd initiated a corrective action report when an
inadvertent change of intent was identified by plant personnel during training on the
revised emergency action levels.

V.

Long Term Actions to Address Organizational Performance
The inspectors noted that ConEd senior management stated a commitment to improve
station performance, and a number of long term efforts were planned. Some of these
plans were included in the revision 2 to the recovery plan. For example, ConEd stated
that they would seek human performance improvements to address the various human
performance deficiencies identified during the recovery effort. Further, ConEd stated
that they would conduct effectiveness reviews of the corrective actions that they took for
the various problems.
The NRC obtained a commitment from Con Ed to submit a third revision to the IP-2
Recovery Plan by November 22, 1999, that would summarize improvement efforts
addressing the broad organizational performance issues that underlie this event and the
AIT conclusions. Following the inspection ConEd submitted the revision on November 8,
1999.
ConEd informed the inspectors of plans to investigate a design change that would allow
lowering the under voltage trip settings on the 480 volt buses to make the degraded
voltage protection scheme less likely to operate on a plant trip with the station auxiliary
load tap changer in manual. This modification may require prior NRC review as a
change to the plant license and technical specifications.
ConEd identified a need to improve the reliability of the pager system used in emergency
preparedness. ConEd staff deferred any action on this item until July 2000 in order to
resolve the engineering issues involved with pager reliability.
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VI.

Management Meetings
The inspectors presented the interim inspection results to members of Consolidated
Edison management at a meeting held on October 15, 1999. An exit meeting was
subsequently held by telephone on December 20, 1999. ConEd management
acknowledged the inspection findings. At times during the conduct of the inspection, Mr.
A. R. Blough, Director, Division of Reactor Projects, NRC Region I met on-site with
members of ConEd management to discuss the progress of the recovery effort.
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PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED
J. Groth, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer
A. Blind, Vice President, Nuclear Power
J. Baumstark, Vice President, Nuclear Engineering
R. Masse, Plant Manager
D. Murphy, Department, Manager Nuclear Training
J. McCann, Department Manager, Nuclear Safety and Licensing
J. Ferrick, Operations Manager
G. Dean, Assistant Operations Manager
W. Smith, Shift Manager, Operations
P. Schoen, Shift Manager, Operations
P. O'Brien, Section Manager, Instrumentation and Controls (Acting)
R. Eifler, Section Manager, System Engineering Electrical / I&C
J. Tuohy, Section Manager, Plant Engineering
T. McCaffrey, System Engineer, Electrical/ I&C
S. Eagleton, System Engineer, Electrical / I&C
R. Allen, Section Manager, Regulatory Affairs
G. Hinrichs, Root Cause Analysis Section Manager
M. Miele, Technical Specialist Corrective Action Group
P. Russell, ConEd Utility Assessment Team Leader
P. Duggan, Design Engineering, Section Manager I&C Projects and Programs
T. Brunelle, System Engineer, Electrical/ I&C

LIST OF ACRONYMS USED
AC
AIT
AFW
AOI
CFR
ConEd
CR
CT
DBD
DC
DVR
EAL
EDG
EN
EOC
FCV
I&C
ICPM
IP2
KV

Alternating Current
Augmented Inspection Team
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Abnormal Operating Instruction
Code of Federal Regulations
Consolidated Edison
Condition Report
Current Transformer
Design Bases Document
Direct Current
Degraded Voltage Relays
Emergency Action Level
Emergency Diesel Generator
Event Notification
Extent of Condition
Flow Control Valve
Instrumentation and Control
Instrument and Control Preventive Maintenance
Indian Point Unit 2
KiloVolt
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LTC
NRC
OTDT
RPS
SAT
SNSC
SOP
TDAFW
TFC
TPC
UFSAR
V

Load Tap Changer
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Over Temperature Delta Temperature
Reactor Protection System
Station Auxiliary Transformer
Station Nuclear Safety Committee
Station Operating Procedure
Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
Temporary Facility Change
Temporary Procedure Change
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
Volt
INSPECTION ITEMS OPENED

50-247/99-13-01

URI

ConEd did not have a procedure for recovery of a 480 volt bus
following a loss of power

50-247/99-13-02

URI

Control of the station load tap changer in manual prior to the event
on August 31, 1999, was not evaluated for effect on offsite power
supply

50-247/99-13-03

URI

Failure to control the overcurrent setting of EDG breaker 23

50-247/99-13-04

NCV

ConEd had not specified and included in the applicable design
documents, the current transformer ratio for safety related
Amptectors

50-247/99-13-05

NCV

ConEd did not critically review the results of the calibration
package and subsequently place a safety-related component back
in service with a deficient as-left setting

50-247/99-13-06

URI

ConEd started and stopped the TDAFW pump turbine and did not
monitor the EDGs during operation on August 31

50-247/99-13-07

NCV

ConEd did not correct deficiencies including the saturation
temperature monitor, the 23 accumulator level instrument, and the
power range high flux setpoint

50-247/99-13-08

URI

ConEd did not evaluate moving the service water pump sequence
timer closer to the component cooling pump and AFW pump
starting times during the Blackout EDG loading; and did not
replace the AFW electro-pneumatic timing relay with a solid-state
timer or evaluate the combined affect
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50-247/99-13-09

URI

ConEd did not adjust the acceptance criteria for the installed AFW
solid-state timer.

50-247199-13-10

NCV

ConEd did not have instructions for operation of the 23 emergency
diesel when the jacket water expansion tank manual fill valve was
closed

50-247/99-13-11

NCV

ConEd had not specified and included in design documents, reset
setpoints for those safety related relays with adjustable setpoints

